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ABSTRACT
Currently, the Supply Chain has been affected by freight prices, material scarcity, demand
forecasting, port congestion, and digital transformation which are causing high lead times and
delaying deliveries in all industries, but specifically in the labeling/printing industry. The industry
is currently affected by the lack of new research improvements, optimization methodologies,
supply chain disruptions, and technologies implementations within the label industry.
Labeling /Printing industry has been out in business for more than 50 years, where labeling
technologies such as Flexographic, Digital, and Die Cutting have advance in performance,
effectiveness, complexity, and dependability over the last years. The implementation of a DiscreteEvent Simulation (DES) with Simulation Modeling Intelligent Objects (SIMIO) software will
model the behavior and performance of each process and system by predicting the results system
performance over time, system interactions, and tracking statistics to measure and compare
performance. The input data selected for the model are cycle times, setup times, lead times, product
ID, roll footage, machines, processes, and systems, to simulate the accurate simulation. Input data
is analyzed with Stat: Fit Distribution algorithms and Excel Analyzer programs utilized to
approximate data. Outputs are known to be results, results will be treated to implement scenarios
will improve the overall process and system. This research will focus on the implementation of a
SIMIO DES system will model virtual and real-world scenarios, while inputting measures will
improve the overall flow of setup times, lead times, cycle times, process flow, and number
processed. The research will assist in understanding the current manufacturing process with
performance capacity enhancements that will improve the overall flow of setup times, schedule
utilization, process flow, and number processed.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Simulation modeling is a recent digital representation technology intended to represent
physical objects, processes, or services in a system. [13] The labeling industry has diversified
technologies over the last years and is looking for new approaches to handle manufacturing
processes, physical objects representation, and services. The crucial start for a labeling industry is
implementing intelligent technologies to improve the overall manufacturing setting.
The labeling industry supply chain has been affected by freight prices, material scarcity,
demand forecasting, port congestion, and digital transformation which causes high lead times and
delivery. [23] As of now, an estimated time of 38 days and 45 days is expected for customers to
discharge cargoes from ports of entry in the United States. [23] As a result, new services such
simulation models, freight carriers, transportation routes, and resources. As side from all the
disruptions, the industry is affected by the lack of new research improvements, optimization
methodologies, supply chain disruptions, and technologies implementations. Labels used in the
manufacturer are considered to have complexity, variability, and customization. The methodology
implemented will address variability, complexity, and customization parameters.
The purpose of this research is to study a local label manufacturer utilizing a DiscreteEvent Simulation (DES) methodology that will assist in understanding the current manufacturing
process along with performance capabilities enhancements. The study will identify how many
orders can the manufacturer process with the present and proposed scenario in connection with
reducing idle time, maximizing the number processed orders of each labeling printers, measuring
the schedule utilization of labeling printers, and aiding stakeholder with the current and potential
scenarios. The subsections below will discuss the introduction to the label industry, flexographic
technology, digital technology, and SIMIO.
1

LABELING INDUSTRY
The labeling industry has been in business for more than 50 years. Labeling technologies
such as Flexographic, Digital, and Die-cutting have advanced in performance, effectiveness,
complexity, and dependability over the last years. According to the Smithers company statistics, a
growth rate of $13 billion (1.6%) expected in 2025 for the flexographic industry base on the
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) due to the increased demand in packaging print. [20]
According to the smithers statistics, expected discoveries are technological developments, shorter
and customizable runs in consumer goods and packaging, and sustainable measures. [20]. The
flexography industry has expanded to different sectors such as automotive/recreational vehicles,
medical devices, healthcare, government, retail, aerospace, electronics, appliances, and industrial
products. Popular technologies utilized are flexography printing, digital printing, laser printing,
thermal transfer printing, DOT Matrix Printing, and screen printing. Printers used in the labeling
industry is subject to printing in different properties of material rolls in labels. Figure 1.1 shows
the types of materials in label currently used in the labeling industry. All kinds of label material
have other characteristics, properties, and constraints when selecting a label. This research will
address only two leading technologies, flexography, and digital printing. All technologies
discussed above have different functionalities, advantages/disadvantages, costs, lead times, setup
times, and efficiencies.
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TYPES OF LABELS

MARKET:

UNIVERSAL CODE LABELS

AUTOMOTIVE AND RECREATIONAL VEHICLES
MEDICAL DEVICE

TAMPER EVIDEN LABELS

HEALTHCARE

POLYESTER

GOVERNMENT

PACKAGING (METALLIC)

ELECTRONICS

THERMAL TRANSFER LABELS

FOOD AND BEVERAGES

CUSTOME SHAPE LABELS

FURNITURE

ULTRAVIOLET COATED LABELS

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
Figure 1.1: Types of Labels and Markets

FLEXOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY
Flexography printing is a traditional method for printing labels at a high-speed level.
Throughout decades flexography has been the recurrent technology used by the labeling industry
due to its high speed, versatility, low-cost maintenance, consumables, cost-efficient, secondary
finishing, fast production, color precision, in line foiling available, and large low-cost printouts.
Nonetheless, flexography technology has encountered limitations, such as complexity,
lengthy prepress, and operational experience.[1]
DIGITAL PRINTING TECHNOLOGY
As time goes by, technologies become more sophisticated. The digital printing system
can print labels instantaneously in colors, formats, and shapes. [1] Digital printing technology is
a recent technology brought to the market known for its fast setup, less image processing, higher
resolution images, easier to change/update labels with no extra setup cost, lower cost for short
term, quick turnaround, low-volume jobs, increased consistency, variable data handing, and
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touchless. It is also important to mention the inabilities of utilizing digital technology, such as
Ink-limitations, limited in-line processes, and lower durability.
Flexographic and Digital printing have various flexibilities. The implementation of
systems and simulation will benefit the industry in short and long term.
SYSTEM AND SIMULATIONS
Simulations are known to study and improve the "systems of people, equipment,
materials, industries, and procedures." [14] A system is a set of components working together for
the same purpose. [14] However, knowing the initial position of a system, whether the objective
is to experiment with an existing system or experiment with a model system.
Defining the process structure of a system will help define the development of a model.
As in this research, the purpose is to assess a discrete-event simulation system with a SIMIO
application. This research will address the following path: Model of a System> Mathematical
Model> Simulation>Discrete>Discrete-Event Simulation>SIMIO. [22] In the study by Sweetser,
describes Discrete-Event Simulations models as dynamic, discrete, and stochastic. [22] Overall,
the purpose of the Figure 2.1 is to integrate Discrete-Event simulation models into a system by
identifying all paths.
Simulation models consider model-based systems with the opportunity to implement
improvement tools: Lean, Six Sigma, value stream maps, spaghetti diagrams, process flow
charts, concept maps, 5-why analysis, KPIs, and more. Improvement tools described above are
visual routes to describe and analyze systems for better decision-making. Nowadays,
computational modeling is the approachable technique. Modeling technique other alternative is
by hand, but cost, time, and resource effective.
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SIMIO is a tool to conduct computational modeling. The intent is to interact within the
system by adding a logical description to the model. The computational simulation alternative is
to replicate the model; each time the model runs, the systems running behind the scenes with
statistical information to comply with system logic.
Verification and Validation are essential components of the model logic, defining the
accuracy of results and model logic of the research. Validating the model should approximate the
nearest value in results to obtain a confident result.
The decision to use such techniques is in line with the project's aim to evaluate the
labeling manufacturer scenario with the SIMIO application technique.
SIMIO
The aim of adopting SIMIO software for this research is to evaluate and improve a
manufacturing industry utilizing the capabilities of SIMIO software. SIMIO software founded in
2005 by C. Dennis Pegden, Ph.D. SIMIO stands for Simulation Intelligent Modeling Framework
based on Intelligent Objects. [14] SIMIO aims to solve complex systems solutions for design,
emulation, and production schedule systems.[17] The power and benefit of simulating systems,
creating production systems, and making decisions using SIMIO are trusted by 500 fortune
companies such as Ford, Boeing, Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, and Johnson &
Johnson. [17] Currently, fortune companies, manufacturing companies, and government support
the application of SIMIO to represent and support their daily activities. The advantage of
adhering to a SIMIO model is making better decisions, conducting a real-time risk analysis, and
solving complex problems. [17]

5

Table 1.1: Research Acronyms
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
The labeling industry has been in business for decades. Research initiatives conducted in
industry aims to develop more sophisticated technologies. The labeling industry studies are in
labeling industry, Discrete-Event Simulation (DES) methodology and Key Performance
Indicators (KPI for this research.
LABELING INDUSTRY METHODOLOGIES
Labeling industry is facing constant challenges such as regulatory changes and supply
chain efficiencies. [13] According to a labeling trend survey, the label industry is consistently
facing data issues, demand label production, label defect, regulatory compliance, label changes,
and global standardization issues. [13] Research conducted in the labeling industry is striving to
solved industry pain points by applying Lean Six Sigma methodologies to improve productivity,
waste, lead times, cost of a product, Define Measure Analyze Implement Control (DMAIC),
Value Stream Map, Root Cause Analysis, Pareto Charts, and 5-Why Analysis methodologies. [2]
In another research paper related to the industry, a printing process analyze a label manufacturer
with quality function deployment, single minute exchange of die, and Pareto Charts methods to
improve the quality and efficiency of the overall manufacturing site. In related research, a
discrete event simulation model was developed to increase the efficiency of a production process
in the newspaper industry by replicating the real-world scenario into a virtual system with 3
replications of potential solutions scenarios with Flexsim software [15].
DISCRETE-EVENT SIMULATION (DES) METHODOLOGY
Discrete-Event Simulation models’ purpose is to mimic reality into a virtual scenario
with logical processes, state variables, events, databases, and definitions. DES systems are tools
for decision-makers to support their efforts in achieving objectives such as evaluation of
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efficiency, forecast allocation needs, reduction of costs, and improvement of operations. [1]
Another literature review describes SIMIO as an "application benefits from more recent objectoriented design and agent modeling. SIMIO is a" multi-modeling" language with agents and a
discrete event and continuous language components. SIMIO software provides a visual
representation through 3-D animation and graphical representation" Overall, industries have
widely adopted SIMIO to highlight the simulation modeling tools. [18]
Multiple studies analyzed the integration of DES model into the research. A study
conducted reviews the creation and evaluation of an iterative optimization-based simulation
model for different key performance optimizers: average tardiness, earliness cost of the job, and
max completion time of the jobs. [3]
An explanatory simulation model research reviewed a SIMIO application in the medical
supply chain industry, reviewing the number of patients and inventory control methodologies.
All to implement an actual application for the medical supply chain industry and assess the
warehouse's performance and flow. [7]
The study conducted in a sterile drug manufacturing examines lead-times and risk
reduction assessments of a drug product manufacturing utilizing SIMIO application to
implement a sensitivity analysis and optimization process to decrease lead times. [21]
Research reviews an Automotive Supply Chain with simulation modeling. SIMIO
application is employed to assess stock levels, percentages of a supplier, on-time deliveries,
percentage of special freights, and percentage of delayed orders in the automotive industry. The
goal of this model validation analysis is to validate the current scenario [24]

8

Research assessing a modeling and simulation on inventory management solves
inventory levels by optimizing results, reducing cost and resources, and maximizing the
utilization of the limited resources by utilizing a simulation model. [25]
An investigation of an Artistic Printing Enterprise reviews the modeling and simulation
of inventory management system utilizing ARENA simulation modeling. [4] This research aims
to optimize the inventory decision-making and demand forecast for intermittent and uncertain
demand in the company.
In related newspaper industry research, a discrete event simulation model (DES) seeks to
assess the efficiency of a production process in the newspaper industry by replicating the realworld scenario into a virtual system with three replications of potential solutions scenarios with
Flexsim software [15].
The comprehensive analysis conducted in table 2.1 discusses simulations tools with KPIs
measure is a powerful tool to analyze a manufacturing setting. Useful simulation applications
discovered are SIMIO, ARENA, and Flexsim. This research will consist in implementing a
SIMIO model will analyze KPI measure to evaluate the manufacturing of the labeling industry.
Key Performance Indicators are known to measure the organizational performance is
critical to an organization's current and future success [4]. It is essential to understand a
simulation-based model applies in different areas with different key performance indicators will
help improve the cost, efficiency, performance, and optimization of a facility manufacturing.
The literature review results concluded at least one Key performance indicator
participates in a manufacturing setting. The revealing KPIs in the literature reviews described in
Table 2.1 are throughputs, schedule utilization, inventory measures, and setup times. Table 2.1
describes the tools, methodologies, and research objective in another research. This research will
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utilize SIMIO simulation models with the objective of measuring KPIs: throughputs, setup time,
and schedule utilization.
Table 2.1: Literature Review
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The primary focus of this project is to introduce the research methodology of a discreteevent simulation in a labeling manufacturer. The approach allowed for a deeper understanding of
SIMIO modeling and provided a way to understand the actual process flow in a manufacturing
process. Figure 4.1 shows the process for 1 order request to be fulfilled.

Ticket
(Order
Request
)

Raw
Material
Selection
Warehous
e Station

Before
Wash
Setup
Time

Process
Labels
Processin
g Station

After
Setup
Time

Cutting
Rewind
Station

Packagin
g Station

Ship
order

Figure 2.1: Labeling Manufacturing Process
CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION
This research presents a case study to evaluate the proposed methodology for a capacity
enhancement project in a current scenario in the labeling industry. The study involves 48 raw
material stores at inventory, potentially creating 403 end products. 48 customers register in
company’s documentation for 8 months of the dataset. The facility runs by 3-floor workers, 4
flexographic printers, 1 digital printer, 3 rewinders, 1 digital rewinder printer. 1161 order
accounts for the length of the data. The orders vary from the size, quantity, and complexity of the
purchase request from the customer. The dataset includes Order #, Entry Date, Shipping by date,
Press Date, Product ID, Product Description, Footage, Cycle times for Actual Run/Setup, Stock
Cost, Machine, Customer Name, and Total Quantity. Figure 4.1 shows the process request for an
entity to be fulfill. The order activities to fulfill a request are Ticket (Purchase Request) > Raw
Material Selection > Before Wash Setup Time>Process Labels (Processing Station) > After
Setup Time>Cutting Rewind Station > Packaging Station > Ship Order.
11

Table 3.1: Resources and SIMIO Model Interpretation
Resources
Raw Materials
Finish Goods
Workers
Flexographic Printers
Digital Printer
Rewinders
Digital Rewinder
Warehouse Sink
End Product Sink

Count
48
403
3
4
1
3
1
1
1

SIMIO Model
Materials
Entities
Workers
Servers
Server
Servers
Server
Sink
Sink

MODEL
Implementing a SIMIO Discrete Event Simulation approach is to contribute to the
labeling industry with continuous improvement, process improvement, and key performance
indexes analysis. The model runs in different model assumptions, data (tables/rate tables//work
schedules), processes, definitions (state variables, inventory, material elements), and
experiments.
In illustration, is a simple, functional input-process-output system. However, the system
shown in illustration, shows a more sophisticated system input-process-output system used in
this research. The map described below shows gathering data, cleaning the database, conducting
Excel/Stat: Fit/Minitab statistical analysis, and implementing input data/model
logic/experiments/ and results.
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Illustration 1.1: Input-Process-Output System

Illustration 2.1: Thesis Process Map
Figure 5.1 below shows the demand distribution with connected data points displaying
the y – axis in demand feet square and x- axis in days. More information cannot be display per
confidential agreement.

Demand (ft sq)

Demand

Days

Figure 3.1: Demand for 8 months in manufacturer
DATA ATTRIBUTES
DATA

The simulation data gather from a local labeling manufacturer who wants to understand
their process through a simulation model. Statistical analysis was conducted for 8 months of
13

different data tools: tables, data connectors, lookup tables, rate tables, work schedules,
changeover matrices, and input parameters. The research only worked with tables, rate tables,
and work schedules data. The data analysis consisted in utilizing statistical tools: Microsoft
Excel and Stat Fit distribution programs. The input table data for the model organize as in shown
table 2: Entity Row, Entity Name, Product Sequence, Raw Material Property, Probability
Selection, Interarrival time (minutes), Processing Time (minutes), Material Demand (feet square)
Rewind Processing Time (minutes), Washup Time (minutes), and Make Ready Setup (minutes).
Table 4.1: SIMIO Input Parameters
Input Parameters
Interarrival Time
Flexographic Machine Processing Times
Digital Machine Processing Times
Rewinder Machine Processing Times
Setup time (Before & After)
Material Quantity
Reorder Quantity
Replenishment Quantity

Unit of measure
Hours
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Feet
Feet
Feet

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
The model defines assumptions to approximate the behavior of the system.
Model Assumptions:
-

Removed records for orders with negative values in processing times

-

Removed order occurrences with 0 minutes in processing times

-

Entities (Finish Goods) followed one sequence

-

Entities (Finish Goods) followed one raw material

-

Entities (Finish Goods) with less than 20 occurrences followed a Triangular distribution

-

Entities (Finish Goods) with more than 20 occurrences were analyzed with Stat: Fit
Program for distribution identification
14

-

Run model for 8 months due to data accuracy

Assumptions made help to remove misleading values affected the behavior of the system.
Entities with one occurrence in the data set will automatically assign the default value. Products
follow a distribution are known to have more variability in the process of the labeling
manufacturer. In contrast, if an entity follows a distribution, then an entity will require at least 3
occurrences in the data set. All entities with a minimum of three occurrences will follow a
Triangular and Pert distribution describing the minimum, mode, and maximum in minutes. Every
entity exceeds more than twenty occurrences inputted. to a Stat Fit data analyzer to best fit the
data. Stat fit Analyzer utilizes distributions with more than twenty values and no more than one
hundred occurrence sets. Distributions run by stat fit will follow Anderson darling test and pvalue analysis to confirm distribution accuracy. P-value fits distribution highest to lowest rank
percentages and p-value results. Stat Fit program analyzes data by the best-fitted distribution.
The study applies the following formulas to the input parameters:
Interarrival formula
∑

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

(hours)

Processing Times for Flexographic, Digital, and Rewinder
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

min 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

∑ 𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

m𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚, 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚
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𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠

SIMIO Table expression parameters 1: Table Worksheet (name of the worksheet table).
Row Name (name of the table). Example: ReferenceTable.ProcessingTime
Setup Times Formula
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

min 𝑜𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ∗ 20 % 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

∑ 𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦
∗ 20% 𝑎𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
Triangular 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

m𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚, 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠

SIMIO Distribution Expression 1: Random. (Distribution Name) Example:
Random.Triangular (minimum, mode, maximum).
Material Quantity:
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

min 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

∑ 𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑡 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

m𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚, 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒, 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚

𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑡

Distribution Expression 1: Random. (Distribution Name) Example: Random.Triangular
(minimum, mode, maximum).
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Figure 4.1: Stat: Fit statistical analysis

-

-

Figure 5.1: Stat Fit Analysis Example
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SIMIO MODEL DESIGN
Visual representation is the first impression a stakeholder gets to understand a model
representation better. SIMIO's goal is to provide a design facility with visual, logical,
mathematical interactions can align to the current linear manufacturing site with a source, server,
and sink.
FACILITY DESIGN
Illustration 3.1 exhibits the final facility design. The final facility design consists of 2
status plots, 2 status pie charts, 8 status labels, 1 warehouse, and 1 facility design. Status plots
display all machine number processed and schedule utilizations values per a time interval of
days. A status pie chart shows the distribution percentage of number processed and schedule
utilization per machine. The following expressions utilize in the status plots and pie charts
described below: number processed expression
Machine_Name_Server.OutputBuffer.NumberExited and Schedule Utilization expression as
Machine_Name_Server.Capacity.ScheduledUtilization.

Status Plot

Status
Representation

Pie Chart

Facility Design

Warehouse Visual
Representation

Illustration 3.1: 2-D visual representation of the SIMIO model
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SOURCE
An object source “Flexographic” starts with the arrival of a purchase order (ticket) system
attached to a product (entity). The arrival mode is attached to a Time-Varying Arrival Rate. Rate
tables depend on the rate of occurrence dependent on time. The expression selected at the source
table row referencing searches a table of entities, processing times, materials, and sequences. Table
row referencing entity is dependent on a probability mix.

Figure 6.1: Source Object Input Data
SERVER
A server is a critical component for the system to model constraints and capacity,
operation performances, and secondary resources. Each entity has a process flow sequence and
raw material item add-in to understand the correct route and material an entity should take.
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Currently, the facility operates under 6 printing machines servers with the following input
data: Schedule, processing Time, add-on process triggers, and advance options (Setup Time).
Adjacent to 6 printing machine serves, the facility runs with 3 rewinder servers. Rewinder
servers have the following input data: work schedule and processing time.
Each server runs under a capacity type logic of WorkSchedule. Work Schedule represents
the work shift of each machine. Each machine runs in an 8 am – 5 pm work schedule. Each
entity runs attached to a processing timetable: Reference Table. Processingtime. While
referencing the processing times tab, Figure 9.1, under advance options, the model runs the
before and after setup times for the model. Setup times occur while the server is preparing and
cleaning the machine before a new entity arrives at the server.

Figure 7.1: Flexographic Server Object Input Data
In addition, four rewinders server objects create the rewind process of making rolls into
specific sizes and inspecting quality defects. The model work schedule runs in two different
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work schedules: Standard Week 8:00 am – 5:00 pm and Work Schedule1 (0 hours tracing offshift modeling). Rewinder Processing times attach to a ReferenceTable.Rewinder.

Figure 8.1: Rewinder Server Input Data
While an entity is processing, an expression attached to define the count of entities in
each machine server with a state variable. [12] Each machine server has a model logic under
states assignments>after each server, the logic is to count every entity exits the system. Figure
12.1 assigns a state variable for each machine to count state variable + 1. Expression state
variable + 1 counts the state variable value + 1 every time an entity exits the system. For the
duration of the model run, the status count will generate the total count for each machine server.

Figure 9.1: Model State Variables

Figure 10.1: Count = State Variable + 1
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At the end of each machine server output node, a logic defines the entity destination
based on a rewinder server availability. The entity destination path is selected to be in a network
only. The two destination paths assign Input Rewinder and Input Rewinder A.

Figure 11.1: Output Destination Path
Along with the after-processing, a process step is to mimic the cleanup wash setup time.
Under figure 14.1, a setup time ReferenceTable. Make ReadySetup interpret the before wash
setup time. In figure 15.1, a delay step shows each entity's delay for setup time after being
processed. The after wash depends on the complexity of the entity.

Figure 12.1: Before Wash Process Setup Time Expression
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Figure 13.1: After Wash Process Setup Time Delay Step

Figure 14.1: Delay Step: Setup Time Process
An element is a model component with specific built-in properties, states, and behaviors.
[12]. The model utilizes elements to define the initial quantity of a raw material. The material
element quantification is based on the total demand mount of raw materials run by end products.
A total of 48 materials are registered and designated to end products.

Figure 15.1: Material Properties
The Rewinder Add–On Process Trigger models a process logic to define the inventory
production and consumption of a material, setup time for the before/after-wash process of an
entity for all printing machines will produce material. While processing, a Produce/Consume
process logic is to replenish or meet material quantity.
The intended use of the before process trigger is to produce and consume material with a
decision step. The decision step entails (ReferenceTable.MaterialQTY >=
ReferenceTable.InitialQTY), if material quantity is greater than or equal to Initial quantity,
actual logic: consume step is added to consume material from the ReferenceTable.Material
Property and if false logic: the material is replenished with a production step from a
ReferenceTable. MaterialQTY and a consumption step, consume and produce from the
Reference. Table. MaterialQTY. The aim is to connect raw materials consumed on the site.
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Figure 16.1: Produce and consume step
SINK
All entities start in a source and end in a sink. Sinks are known to destroy entities have
fully finished a process. The SIMIO facility has 2 separate sinks: warehouse and end-product sinks.
The warehouse sink entities get a process in Machine D. After being processed, the schedule
utilization is for Machine D, 16.22% entities to Machine J, 63.1%, end product sink, and 20 % for
warehouse sink. Once an entity reaches the end-product and the warehouse sinks, entities will ship
customers. The overall logic utilized in this research is to model the current scenario of the label
manufacturing system.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND FINDINGS
Results show the importance of utilizing a simulation model in a manufacturer labeling
company. The methodologies applied to the simulation will lead to the development of a model
development phase diagram, model verification and validation, model visual representations,
KPIs results, experiments, and main effect plots.
SIMIO VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION FINAL MODEL
The research conducted in SIMIO describes the verification and validation of research with
simulation model development phases, model trace tools, visual representations, results,
breakpoints, and experiments. The model defines a simulation model development structure to
develop a sophisticated model. Figure 19.1, the simulation model development describes this
research's planning, model, and verification/validation phase.
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Planning

Model

• What, where, when, why, how?
• Resources
• Processes
• Systems
• Labeling Knowledge
• Project Scope
• Literature Review
• Data gathering
• Requesting information from stakeholders
• Data analysis
• Excel, Pivot Tables, Stat::Fit, Graphs, Diagrams
• Logic Parameters
• Methods
• Visual Representation
• Input data

• Experiments and replications
• Model Comparison
Verification and • Suggestions
Validation

Figure 17.1: Simulations Model Development Phase Implementation
The illustration shows the representation of the labeling manufacturer using SIMIO tools.
SIMIO tools displayed below are the manufacturing warehouse's visual representation,
manufacturing process representation, status labels, status plots, and status pie charts. The
information displayed in labels, plots, and charts shows the system's behavior during the run and
during a specific time. Plots and Pie charts displayed the schedule utilization information in
probabilities and time. Status labels run with a state variable to count every time an entity enters a
server. The overall objective of the plots, charts, and labels is to display run time information of
the system.
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Illustration 4.1: 2-D visual representation of the SIMIO model

Illustration 5.1: 3-D visual representation of the SIMIO model
The Verification and Validation of a model are essential components for deciding whether
a model is running as per logic. An alternative option to verify and validate a model is to utilize
the model trace and breakpoints. Model trace is a tool to trace all activities running in the model.
Trace modeling identifies each task with the appropriate values of input data. While a breakpoint
step is a button to stop the model once an entity or activity arrives at an instance selected.
Experiments will assess the overall functionality of the system based on results. Overall, the
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verification and validation process are an essential component of simulation modeling to measure
the accuracy of the project.
EXPERIMENTS
The statistical analysis conducted in the research corresponds to the operation of multiple
replications, capacity work schedules, and rate scale factors.
In the conducted research, the objective performs various replications to define the
accuracy and proximity of the model. Each machine runs 0, 10, 50, and 100 replications. Model
conducting single replications will not validate model results. The importance of replicating the
model in various scenarios is to approximate results to actual values.
Model logic for each machine will consist of a standard workweek will run from 8:00 pm
to 5:00 pm with the current capacity of 1. The work schedule performs 3 different schedules
addressing capacities: Standard Week runs the model with the capacity of 1 resource, Standard
Week 2 runs the model with the capacity of 2, and Standard Week 3 runs the model with the
capacity of 3.
Scale Factors goal reviews the incremental capacity in a manufacturing site. Every
stakeholder knows what the potential of their business is. The SIMIO application will experiment
with various scenarios with different scale factors. Scale factors selected in the analysis involve
the incremental capacity of 0%, 10%, 50%, and 100% of the actual capacity. The overall objective
of utilizing scale factors is to understand the number processed or performance of the company.
The perspective is to experiment in this research model control variables in the system.
Control variables in SIMIO Modeling as properties. Properties are a static parameter for an object
does not change during the simulation run. [12] In this research, properties assigned to the
experiment were work schedules and rate scale factors.
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Figure 18.1: Simulation Properties

Figure 19.1: SIMIO Experiments with replications
Figure 22.1 displays the experiment with a standard week 8:00am – 5:00pm schedule and
different scale factors attached to the system's source. Scale factors selected in the experiment
incremented the factor by 1 with the current capacity of 1 resource. Adding a rating factor will
simulate the ability of the manufacturing site to increment the capacity based on the current
scenario. The goal is to increment the rate factor by 1 to see the overall number processed and
schedule utilization measure of the label manufacturer.
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Figure 20.1: SIMIO Experiments with 20 Replications
Figure 24.1 & 25.1, SIMIO model has the capacity to give instant results along with replicated
results.

Figure 21.1: Model Results without replications
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Figure 22.1: Model Results with replications
SIMIO RESULTS
The visual representation is part of the Verification and Validation of the model. KPIs are
the performance measures to understand the effectiveness of a facility. KPIs utilize in this research
are the total orders number processed and machines schedule utilization. Tables 6.1, 7.1, 8.1,
discusses the current number processed and schedule utilization. In addition, the model replicates
the current results by 10, 50, and 100 replications to approximate values to the current number
processed.

Results show Machine D, Machine M, and Machine J are machines with the most

orders processed and utilized. Machine F, Machine L, Machine S, Rewinder, and Rewinder A are
machines with the lowest number of orders processed and utilized.
Table 6.1: Sinks Number processed per machine
Current
Number
processed
(units)
Warehouse
NumberProcessed
End Product
NumberProcessed

Model
NumberProcessed
(units) - 10
Replications

Model
NumberProcessed
(units)- 50
Replications

Model
NumberProcessed
(units)- 100
Replications

27.6

28.98

29.25

1050.3

1056.26

1056.37

1161
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Table 7.1: Number processed per machine with replications

Machine_D_NumberProcessed
Machine_M_NumberProcessed
Machine_F_NumberProcessed
Machine_J_NumberProcessed
Machine_L_NumberProcessed
Machine_S_NumberProcessed
Rewinder_NumberProcessed
RewinderA_NumberProcessed

Current
Number
processed
(Units)
133
611
11
318
39
49
Not
Available
Not
Available

Model Number
Processed
(Units)‐ 10
Replications

Model Number
Processed
(Units)‐ 50
Replications

Model Number
Processed
(Units)‐ 100
Replications

122.9
580.9
9
317.8
30.1
49.7

124.08
577.72
10.5
317.44
31.94
49.86

123.34
578.43
10.65
315.9
32.43
50

206.4

215.6

215.3

225.7

221.28

220.47

Schedule utilization is calculating the total run time of each machine over the 8 months
data set.

𝑆𝑈 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒

∑ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ

Table 8.1: Schedule Utilization results for machines

Current
Utilization (%)
Machine_D_SU
Machine_M_SU
Machine_F_SU
Machine_J_SU
Machine_L_SU
Machine_S_SU
Rewinder_SU
RewinderA_SU

28.8
16.6
2.9
16.5
7.6
2.2
Not available
Not available

Model Schedule
Utilization‐ 10
Replications (%)

29.316
20.6292
2.31444
19.2431
5.66509
1.96777
5.36844
5.96857

Model Schedule
Utilization‐ 50
Replications (%)

29.4926
20.521
2.77143
19.3182
6.11855
2.04709
5.79938
6.05069

Model Schedule
Utilization‐ 100
Replications (%)

29.5848
20.5518
2.84258
19.466
6.09711
2.09226
5.85909
6.02673

Machine D, Machine J, Machine M are high run machine due to time utilize. Machine F,
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Machine L, Machine S, Rewinder, and Rewinder A are low runner machines has low demand and
low time utilize. Machine D is known to be the machine utilized the most due to high utilization
value.
MAIN EFFECT PLOT DIAGRAMS
The main effect graphical plot represents and compares the changes in the means to identify
the categorical variable influences the response [8].
The diagrams displayed below interpret the standard week machines schedule utilization,
scale factors for machines schedule utilization, scale factors for machines Number processed, and
scale factors for exited Number processed.
Rate Scale Factor is the factor used to scale the arrival rate values. Rate scale factors
diagram address below describes the relationship between Work Schedule and the increment of
the rate factor Horizontal lines shown in main effect plots describes the overall mean of the data
analyzed.
MAIN EFFECT PLOT: STANDARD WEEK MACHINES SCHEDULE UTILIZATION
Figures 26.1 – 33.1, displays the main effect plots for Machine D, Machine M, Machine
F, Machine J, Machine L, Machine S, Rewinder, and Rewinder A further down the analysis of
the Schedule Utilization. The Y-axis represents the schedule utilization in percentage (%), and X
– the axis displays the capacity per machine in standard weeks. Data employed in the main effect
plots are deemed from the experiments' results. The objective is to minimize the schedule
utilization of each machine by utilizing standard work week, standard week 2, and standard week
3. The main effect plot averages the total occurrences per Standard week, standard week 2, and
standard week 3. Each machine averages 12 scenarios for each schedule. The value of each
standard week corresponds to the following formula:
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Standard Week Capacity (StandardWeek, StandardWeek 2, StandardWeek 3) = Sum of values
per occurrence / Sum of occurrences.

Figure 23.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine D Schedule Utilization (%) Graph

Figure 24.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine M Schedule Utilization (%) Graph
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Figure 25.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine F Schedule Utilization (%) Graph

Figure 26.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine J Schedule Utilization (%) Graph
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Figure 27.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine L Schedule Utilization (%) Graph

Figure 28.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine S Schedule Utilization (%) Graph
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Figure 29.1: Main Effect Plot for Rewinder Schedule Utilization (%) Graph

Figure 30.1: Main Effect Plot for Rewinder A Schedule Utilization (%) Graph
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MAIN EFFECT PLOT: SCALE FACTORS FOR SCHEDULE UTILIZATION
The purpose of applying a rate scale factor is to the research is to analyze the behavior of
a system in different circumstance of growth in the current schedule utilization scenario. The xaxis describes the incrementation rate factor mean values and y-axis is the average of orders
requested during the run of the simulation. The main effect plot measures the potential growth of
the company with a scale factor of 1.0, 1.1, 1.5, and 2.0. Main Effect Plot for Machines Schedule
Utilization with Scale factors calculated as follows:
Scale Factor (1.0, 1.1,1.5,2.0) = Sum of values per occurrences / sum of occurrences.

Figure 31.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine D Schedule Utilization (%) with Scale Factors
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Figure 32.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine M Schedule Utilization (%) with Scale Factors

Figure 33.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine F Schedule Utilization (%) with Scale Factors
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Figure 34.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine J Schedule Utilization (%) with Scale Factors

Figure 35.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine L Schedule Utilization (%) with Scale Factors
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Figure 36.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine S Schedule Utilization (%) with Scale Factors

Figure 37.1: Main Effect Plot for Rewinder Schedule Utilization (%) with Scale Factors
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Figure 38.1: Main Effect Plot for Rewinder A Schedule Utilization (%) with Scale Factors
MAIN EFFECT PLOT: SCALE FACTORS FOR MACHINES NUMBER PROCESSED

Figure 39.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine M number processed (orders)with Scale Factors
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Figure 40.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine J number processed (orders) with Scale Factors

Figure 41.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine D number processed (orders) with Scale Factors
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Figure 42.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine F number processed (orders) with Scale Factors

Figure 43.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine L number processed (orders) with Scale Factors
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Figure 44.1: Main Effect Plot for Machine S number processed (orders) with Scale Factors

Figure 45.1: Main Effect Plot for Rewinder Number processed with Scale Factors
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Figure 46.1: Main Effect Plot for Rewinder A number processed (orders) with Scale Factors
MAIN EFFECT PLOT: SCALE FACTORS FOR SINK NUMBER PROCESSED
The selection of a scale factor for machine Number processed is meant to understand the
system by incrementing the rate factor by 1.0,1.1,1.5, and 2.0. Main Effect plot analysis conducted
to represent the results correlation.
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Figure 47.1: Main Effect Plot for Warehouse number processed (orders) with Scale Factors

Figure 48.1: Main Effect Plot for End Product number processed (orders) with Scale Factors
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INCREMENTATION OF THE RATE SCALE FACTOR IN CURRENT SCENARIO
The incrementation of the rate scale factor will assess the overall model with a
Standard Week schedule (8:00 am – 5:00 pm) and the capacity of 1 resource. As per the current
scenario schedule utilization measures, machines utilization equipment is below the ideal utilize
measures of 75% - 85%. The opportunity in this section is to evaluate the current scenario by
incrementing the rate scale factor by 1 to understand the potential scenario. Results show the
current scenario can be incremented by a rate factor of 3 to be within the utilization measures.
A rate Scale factor of 3 in table 9.1, displays the machine's schedule utilization (%):
Machine_D_SU 86.8495, Machine _M_SU 61.4794, Machine_J_SU 58.6239, Machine_L_SU
18.6826, Rewinder_A_SU, 4.246, Rewinder_SU 4.21198, Machine_F_SU 8.10946, and
Machine_S_SU 6.07371.
A rate Scale factor of 3 in table 10.1, assesses the number processed (orders) machines as
Machine_M_NP 1723.95, Machine_J_NP 940.1, Machine_D_NP 363.3, Machine_F_NP 31.75,
Machine_L_NP 96.7, Machine_S_NP 146.35, Rewinder_NP 646.3, Rewinder_A_NP 652.05.
Entities that enter an input node are ready to ship to a customer. The results as in table 11.1
shows the total orders a system produce if the scale rate factor is an incremented by 3. The
warehouse and end product sink count 83.35 and 3134.3 orders, respectively. The analysis, rated
with a scale factor of three, still has room for improvement in utilization and capacity performance
measures. The schedule utilization per machine in Table 9.1, orders processed with rate scale factor
of 3 in table 10.1, and orders processed with rate scale factor of 3 in table 11.1.
Results show Machine D, Machine M, and Machine J are machines with the most orders
processed and utilized. Machine F, Machine L, Machine S, Rewinder, and Rewinder A are
machines with the lowest number of orders processed and utilized. Machine D is the machine with
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the highest utilization rate 86% due to high utilization in processing times and number of orders
processed. Machine M accounts for 61.5% of the utilization. Demand from Machine D can be
supported by Machine M due to similarities in machinery for utilization purposes. The increment
of scale rate factor of 3 will set Machine J at 58.6 %, hence, Machine J has opportunity for
improvement in reducing the idle time by 25%.
Table 10.1 displays the results of the total orders processed with a rate scale factor of 3 for
each machine. The selected scenario is with the scale rate factor of 3. Each machine can be
incremented by a rate of 3 which accounts the growth of 34% of performance capacity for all
machines. Table 11.1 summarizes the total number of orders processed with a scale rate factor of
3.
Incrementing the rate of a scale rate factor of 3 will be at a stable level of utilization within
85 % utilization and 34 % of orders processed.
Table 9.1: Schedule Utilization Rate Scale Factor of three per machine
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Table 10.1: Orders Number Processed Rate Scale Factor of 3 per machine

Table 11.1: Orders number processed rate scale factor of 3 per sink
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
Enhancing simulation models in local industries will help stakeholders make decisions
and save money and time. The SIMIO simulation application research imitates the real-world
scenario into a virtual simulation system. SIMIO simulation is a sophisticated software with the
capabilities to design a system with design model logic, data logic, process logic, scheduling
logic, and results in logic. KPIs number processed, schedule utilization, main effect plots, and
experiments utilized in this research.
The research concluded in SIMIO Discrete-Event Simulations is a valuable tool used to
measure the performance capacity of the industry. The model simulated the current source, sink,
and server capacity performance utilizing experiments, replications, and main effect plots to
identify the current performance in the manufacturing site. The research findings concluded the
labeling manufacturer site could increase total orders processed and schedule utilization by three
times the current rate. The demand will be met without purchasing any equipment to meet the
system's number processed and schedule utilization performance. By incrementing the facility
three times, the manufacturing site will still meet the overall machine utilization of 85%. The
research improves the overall facility flow of setup times, schedule utilization, total number of
orders processed, and process flow by 34%. Machine D, Machine M, and Machine J are considered
high runners. Machine D is within 85% utilization limit, meaning Machine M and Machine J can
still handle higher demands. Machine E, Machine J, Machine L, Rewinder, and Rewinder A are
considered low runner machines with an opportunity to reduce idle time for 55 - 65% for each
machine. DES model was successfully implemented and approved by stakeholders. The
opportunity of this model is to continuously improve the current scenario of the facility with new
research techniques, optimization tools, statistical analysis, and supply chain methodologies.
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FUTURE WORK
The research conducted in labeling manufacturing provides a solid foundation for future
research. The research findings allow others to keep exploring the industry by adapting research
techniques, optimization tools, statistical analysis, and supply chain methodologies.
The future work will describe below:


Conduct statistical analysis to verify the means' accuracy in the current and
proposed model.



Evaluate the overall performance of the manufacturing by linking every system in
the simulation model.



Analyze raw material data for lead times and implement methodologies will
function as in the current scenario.



Evaluate the performance of the overall facilities with the implementation of new
products and machinery in facility



Measure the maintenance and failures of the current capacity.



Continuous Improvement Methodologies- the constant continuous improvement
methodologies applied to the current system and labeling industry will be the
industry's future success.



The success of an industry is to research, evolve, digitalize, and continuously
improve. The contribution of this research to the labeling industry is a contribution
will set solid foundations for future research.

The success of an industry is to research, evolve, digitalize, and continuously improve. The
contribution of this research to the labeling industry is a contribution will set solid foundations for
future research. Small contributions today will be the success of tomorrow.
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